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Abstract. Recently, we developed a non-destructive technique to create narrow beams of
electrons (or positrons) of adjustable width and brightness from single-component plasmas
confined in a Penning-Malmberg trap [Weber et al., Phys. Plasmas 13, 123502 (2008)]. Here, we
review highlights of that work and discuss the distributions in energy of the extracted beams. A
simple model for beam extraction predicts Gaussian beam profiles, with transverse spatial
widths dependent on the number of particles in the beam. A Maxwellian energy distribution is
predicted for small beams. The predictions of the theory are confirmed using electron plasmas.
Extraction of over 50% of a trapped plasma into a train of nearly identical beams is
demonstrated. Finally, the possibility of creating high quality, electrostatic beams by extraction
from the confining magnetic field is discussed.
Keywords: bright beams, narrow beams, positrons, antiprotons, antimatter, nonneutral plasmas.
PACS: 52.27.Jt, 52.35.-g, 34.80.Uv, 41.75.Fr, 41.85.Ar.

INTRODUCTION
Charged particle beams are used for a wide range of applications in science and
technology. In the case of electrons, beams generated by a simple heated cathode or
field emission are adequate for most apphcations. However, when the particles are
more difficult to obtain, as is the case with positrons and antiprotons, for example,
more refined techniques are required. In the case of antimatter, it has proven
convenient to use trap-based beams, where the particles are first accumulated
efficiently and cooled in an electromagnetic trap, then a beam or pulse of particles is
extracted [1-4]. In this paper, we describe the use of a Penning-Malmberg trap to
create high-quality, trap based beams, having in mind that this is directly relevant to
the creation of state-of-the-art positron beams. These beams are extracted from the
center of the single-component plasma by carefully lowering an end-gate confining
potential. Much of this paper is an overview of recent work that is described in more
detail elsewhere [5, 6].
Many applications require positron or antiproton beams with small transverse
spatial extent and small energy spreads [4, 7-9]. We describe here techniques to create
such beams with radii, ph, as small as 10 |im and energy spreads of the order of the
temperature of the parent plasma (i.e., which is cooled by cyclotron radiation in the
confining, 5 T magnetic field). For rare particles, such as positrons, it is advantageous
to use them efficiently. As discussed below, that can be done with near 100%
efficiency using the techniques described here.
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Penning-Malmberg Trap for Beam Extraction
The plasma particles are accumulated and stored in a Penning-Malmberg trap, such
as that shown schematically in Fig. 1 (a) [6]. It consists of a set of cylindrical
electrodes, of radius Rw =1.2 cm, in a uniform magnetic field of strength 5 = 5 T. The
particles are confined radially by the magnetic field and axially by voltages, Vc
applied to electrodes at each end. The resulting plasma is in thermal equilibrium at
temperature T. The plasma is a uniform-density rigid rotor, rotating at an E x B
frequency, /E = c«oe/B, proportional to the equilibrium density, «o. The plasma
parameters are z-independent, thus making r and 6 the coordinates of interest.
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FIGURE 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement; and (b) a CCD images of the
areal plasma density, a^{r, 0), for an equilibrium, "flat-top" plasma.

The principal diagnostic used here is imaging the two-dimensional (i.e., areal)
plasma density using a phosphor screen located outside the trap and a CCD camera.
By quickly setting Fc = 0 at one end of the plasma, the plasma particles stream out of
the trap along the magnetic field. They are accelerated to energies of 5 keV, and then
collide with the phosphor screen. The resulting fluorescent light is imaged with a CCD
camera to obtain the z-integrated, areal plasma density profile, (Jj(r,9). A typical CCD
image is shown in Fig. 1 (b). The plasma density, n, is then n(r, 6) = a^ /Zp, where Zp is
the plasma length.
Another important technique for the work described here is use of rotating electric
fields to compress the plasma radially [i.e., the so-called "rotating waU" (RW)
technique] [10]. The segmented electrode for this is shown in Fig. 1 (a). Phased,
sinusoidal voltages are apphed to each of the four segments. This azimuthally
asymmetric potential rotates around the z-axis, hence the name "rotating wall". For
sufficiently large sine wave voltages, the plasma spins up (or down) to the applied RW
frequency, /RW [10]. Because fs is proportional to the equilibrium density, «o, the
plasma density can thus be set, in situ, in a non-destructive way, by simply tuning/kw.

BEAM EXTRACTION
To extract a beam from a trapped plasma, the confining potential, Vc, at one end of
the plasma is lowered to a value FE for about 15 |isec. This time is chosen to be
sufficiently long so that particles with sufficient energy have enough time to escape,
but short enough so that instabilities and radial transport are negligible. This process is
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illustrated schematically in Fig. 2 (a). Because the plasma potential is highest at the
(radial) center of the plasma, the beam is composed of particles from this region. This
is highly beneficial, as it creates beams with spatial extent much smaller than that of
the parent plasma. Fig. 2 (b) shows CCD images of a plasma before and after a beam
is extracted. Notice the small hole at the center, illustrating the location of the particles
that exited the trap.
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FIGURE 2. (a) Schematic diagram of the beam extraction process, (b) CCD camera images of the areal
plasma density, profile, uji^r, 0) for a "flat top" plasma before, and 10 ^s after, beam extraction; also
shown are the corresponding (slice) distributions, i!^(r).

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
When the end-gate potential is lowered to Vc, particles will begin to escape. As
they do, the space-charge potential near the center of the plasma will change in such a
way as to inhibit further particles from leaving. The condition that particles escape
will be

E>E,,

j(F^-(^„(r) + A(^(r)),

(1)

where iiMiN is the energy required for a particle to escape at the end of the beam
extraction, (^o(r) is the equilibrium plasma potential and hence is quadratic in r, and
A9)(r) is the change in the plasma potential due to the extracted beam particles. After
extraction, the new density and space-charge potential profiles are «(r) = «o(r) - A«(r),
and (p{x) = cpoix) - ^(p{r).
The areal density profile, (J\,{r), as measured using the phosphor screen, will be (j\,{r)
= A«(r) X Lp. Assuming an initially uniform density plasma in thermal equilibrium,
(j\,{r) can be written
o-j W = 2«o'^p J"

f(.E^)dE^^ =2Lpn^erfc J~(^j;
T

- h^f") + ^h^f"))

(2)

Assuming EMIN is on the tail of the Maxwellian, erfc(x) ~ exp(-x )/x. Then
approximating Is.cp{x) as the change in potential due to a "flat top" beam of width, pb,
and using the expression for cpair) [6],
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r

o-AW = crAoexp
v2/i-B/

where ^^

\PbJ

LpT

(3)

Here, crbo is a function of KE and approximately constant for all r. Defining ph as the
half width to 1/e, this width becomes.
Pi

:21^(l + #)"

(4)

The quantity ^ is the key parameter that determines the size of extracted beams. For
small values of ^, Eq. (3) predicts a Gaussian beam with a full width to 1/e of 4/IDA key quantity of interest is the distribution of beam particles in parallel energy
space, y(i?||), which is defined as dA'b/dFE, evaluated at FE = E\\. From Eq. 3, it can be
seen that aw ~ N\,. In the hmit of small beams (i.e., ^ « 1 ) , ehcp/T can be neglected in
Eq. (2), so that
dcTu

f(E,)'

dV,

exp[-(£||-e(^„(0))/r]
(5)

Equation (6) is just the tail of the energy distribution of a Maxwelhan sitting at an
electrical potential of <po{0). Thus, for small beams, the parallel energy spread is ~ T.

SINGLE BEAMS
Shown in Fig. 3 (a) are areal density profiles for beams of different amplitudes. The
corresponding beam widths as a function of ^are shown in Fig. 3 (b). The results of
the previous section predict Gaussian beam profiles for small beams with a full width
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FIGURE 3. (a): Profiles, a^lr), of extracted beams from aT= 1.0 eV plasma with density, riQ- I x lO'
cm''. From smallest to largest, ^ = 0 . 1 , 0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 1.9, 2.8 for each beam. The three smallest beams
are fit (•••) to Eq. 3. The initial plasma profile, (Tzif), ( ) is also shown, (b): Beam width parameter, px,,
plotted vs. ^ for T = 1.0 eV (•), and 0.2 eV (A). The prediction (—) from Eq. 4, with no fitted
parameters, is also shown.
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to 1/e of 4/ID, and the data in Fig 3 are in agreement with this prediction. The
predictions of Eq. 4 are valid for all values of ^ tested, while the Gaussian profile
predicted in Eq. 3 is valid for ^ < 1 (c.f, Fig. 3). The sohd lines in Fig. 3 (a) are the
results of numerical calculations for larger beams; see Ref [6] for details.
Shown in Fig. 4 are the radial profiles of beams extracted before and after RW
compression of the parent plasma. These data illustrate the ability to create,
nondestructively, beams with narrow transverse spatial extent and thus enhanced
brightness. For the beam shown in Fig 4 (b), the beam brightness was increased by a
factor of 40, while ^ remains constant.
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FIGURE 4. Beams with ^= 0.5, extracted from a plasma (a) before RW compression, with «o ~ 0.6 x
lO' cm"'; and (b) after RW compression, with «o ~ 20 x lO' cm"'. In both cases, T = 0.05 eV.

The parallel energy distributions of two extracted beams are shown in Fig. 5. As
shown in Fig. 5 (a), for the smallest beam, with ^ = 0.02, the predictions of Eq. (5) are
in excellent agreement with the data. However, as shown in Fig. 5 (b), when ^ is
increased to the seemingly still small value of 0.1, the predictions of Eq. (5) deviate
significantly from the data. The resulting beam energy distributions for larger beams,
the shifts in mean beam energy and energy spread are due to the non-negligible effects
of A9)(r) and will be discussed elsewhere.
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FIGURE 5. Energy distributions of beams extracted from a plasma with r = 1.0 eV, «o ~ 1 x lO' cm"'
for (a) ^ = 0.02, and (b) ^ = 0.1. Also shown are the predictions of Eq. 6 (-), for Po(0) = 28 V.
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EXTRACTION OF MULTIPLE BEAMS
Due to the relative scarcity of positrons, it is desirable to use them as efficiently as
possible. Data for such an efficient extraction from an electron plasma are shown in
Fig. 6 where 20 nearly identical beams were extracted utihzing over 50 % of the
parent plasma with essentially no loss of particles. The beams were extracted serially,
waiting for the plasma to recover to its equilibrium state [i.e., from a state such as that
shown in Fig. 2 (b)], then pulsing Vc to another value of VE which was carefully
chosen to maintain constant TVb. The plasma recovers in ~ 0.5 ms via an unstable
diocotron mode [II]. Care was taken to ensure that the plasma relaxes to thermal
equilibrium, which is expected to occur on a shorter time scale (i.e., Tee < 0.5 msec)
[6]. During extractions, the RW is kept on to maintain constant «o, thus fixing Ao and
Ph. The nearly identical nature of the radial beam profiles is illustrated in Fig. 6 (b).
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FIGURE 6. (a): A^b for twenty beams extracted consecutively from the same plasma with T » 0.3 eV
and «o ^ 2 x l 0 ' cm"'. Here, <A'ir> = 0.1 ± 0.005 x 10* and E, » 0.2. The inset shows the radial profiles,
a^ir), of the plasma before (—) and after (-) extraction of the 20 beams, (b) radial beam profiles, ax,{r),
for the 1" (•), 10* (A), and 20* ( T ) beam pulse.

ELECTROSTATIC BEAMS
For some applications, pulses of positrons are desired in a magnetic-field-free
region (e.g., to accommodate electrostatic focusing techniques) [12]. This can be
accomplished by pulling the particles out of the field in a non-adiabatic manner.
However, for the 5 T field used here, this would require the magnetic field to drop to
zero in distances < 100 |im, which would be difficult to achieve experimentally. Thus
we propose extracting the particles from the field in two stages: Stage I, a slow
adiabatic reduction of 5 along the beam path from 5 T to 0.5 mT; then Stage II, a rapid
non-adiabatic extraction from B = 0.5 mT to zero. In Stage I, the field will be
decreased over large distances so that the particles remain on field lines while the
adiabatic invariant, Ex/|B| is conserved. This has the effect of cooling the
perpendicular temperature, T±, while the beam expands spatially due to the diverging
field lines. To conserve energy, T\\ increases accordingly.
In the non-adiabatic stage, the particles are removed from the field lines, receiving
an impulse in the azimuthal direction to conserve canonical angular momentum. This
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results in an increase inE± with a corresponding decrease inii||. This kick is dependent
upon r, so the finite spatial extent of the beam results in an increased spread in T± and
7||. Table I summarizes the predicted beam parameters for a parent plasma with «o « 1
X 10'° cm"^ and T = 30 K (i.e., « 3 meV) that could be created with cryogenically
cooled electrodes. While the beam width has increased by a factor of 100, and 71 by a
factor of 3, such a positron beam would be of excellent quality for a variety of
applications, including positron-atomic physics and the characterization of materials.
Table I. Parameters for the creation of positron pulses in a magnetic, field-free region, starting with (I)
an initial pulse in a 5 T field; (II) adiabatic transfer to a field of 0.5 mT; and then (III) non-adiabatic
extraction from the field.
PARAMETER
B (Tesla)
T± (meV)
r , (meV)
Ph (cm)

STAGE I
5
3
3
5x10"'

STAGE II
5x10-"
6
3 X lO-"
5 X 10"^

STAGE III
0
9
3
5x10^

CONCLUSION
Described here is a method to extract beams of tailored width and brightness in a
non-destructive, reproducible manner from plasmas in a Penning-Malmberg trap. A
formahsm is described that predicts the beam width and energy spread, namely the
key parameters of interest for a range of apphcations. The ability to extract multiple,
nearly identical beams is demonstrated, utilizing over 50 % of a single trapped plasma
with no loss of particles. Finally, a scenario is discussed in which the techniques
described here can be used to produce high-quality electrostatic beams that are
expected to be useful for a variety of positron applications.
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